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DESIGN AND IMPLEMETATION OF EAP-TTLS PROTOCOL USING 

MOBILE AGENTS 

Authentication is the technique which allows a sender and a recipient to approve one another. It can 

be done by providing a username and a password to identify themselves against a legitimate record in 

the database to check the combination is correct. In the event that user is valid then server permits him 

to get to the server's assets. Validation and verification are necessary to provide security and it is up to 

the authentication protocols defined to protect the server‟s assets from getting unauthorized access 

and they should not be costlier than the data we are securing.  

A communication protocol that is used to transfer authentication data between two entities is known 

as authentication protocol.Security can be considered the backbone of any distributed system and is 

provided by authentication protocols, so it is necessary for these functions to work correctly. The 

Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) is an authentication framework which is meant to support a 

variety of authentication methods. EAP is designed to run on the data link layer where IP connectivity 

may not be available. It supports various methods such as TTLS, TLS, MD5, LEAP, PEAP etc. The 

EAP framework generally uses the client-server architecture. 

The traditional client-server paradigm is suitable for applications where a small amount of data is to 

be fetched from a few number of servers. As the number of clients increases, the performance of 

system degrades. To handle the difficulties faced in client server approach, a mobile agent based 

approach is proposed which makes use of the mobile agents for communicating among the various 

entities.The mobile agents have a unique property of migrating to different locations and taking with 

them the code, data and context in order to resume their execution at other location. The agents look 

for resources and services on other machines in order to complete their designated jobs. If they don‟t 

find any service on a machine, they just migrate to some other machine having the required resource 

or service.  

The aim of this thesis is to implement the EAP-TTLS protocol on mobile agent based framework and 

analyze the behavior of both the models in terms of network traffic, bandwidth and interaction time 

taken in processing the user requests. 

AMBUJ PRAKASH 

MCE-781-2K16 
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OPINION CLASSIFICATION USING LATENT SEMANTIC ANALYSIS 

(LSA) 

Sentiment analysis and opinion mining is the computational study of User opinion to analyze the 

social, psychological, philosophical, behavior and perception of an individual person or a group of 

people about a product, policy, services and specific situation using Machine learning technique. 

Machine learning for text analysis is always being challenging as its main goal is to make computers 

able to learn and automatically generate emotions like a human as it is practically very useful in real 

life scenarios. When purchasing a product for the first time one usually needs to choose among 

several products with similar characteristics. Companies use to promote their brands and products 

pointing out good characteristics avoid mentioning the poor ones.The best way to choose the 

mostsuitable product is to rely upon the opinions of others.  Analysis of such texts is a more 

productive way of collecting user information than the traditional structured data collection by 

surveys where people are usually unwilling to take the time to answer presupposed questions. After a 

boom in web 2.0 technology this field became the most interesting area for researchers because the 

social media has grown as the fastest medium for availability of opinions. There are many commercial 

tools available in the market and many researchers have proposed the solutions for opinion extraction, 

but still there are some problems of text classification and sentiment extraction in opinion mining. 

These problems arise due to different behaviors, manners and textual habits of users. There are mainly 

four predominating problems viz. subjectivity analysis, word sentiment classification, document 

sentiment classification, and opinion extraction. 

Algorithms that enable the process of automatically mining distinct topics in document collections 

have become increasingly important due to their applications in many fields and the extensive 

growth of the number of documents in various domains.  A variety of trend detection, 

characterization, evaluation and visualization methodologies have been introduced for various 

application domains. It becomes an interesting research topic to detect trend in the Internet era, where 

millions of data are posted online every day. As social media, for example, blogs, forums, and micro-

blogs, are prevailing, many offline events are discussed online. The discussion data, which reflects 

what people are interested in, is useful for detecting trend.The technology capable of capturing and 

analyzing the changes on the Web is no doubt vital, in providing the needed information in time for 

one to stay competent in this fast changing information age. This dissertation presents an approach 

toward the automatic classification of new information (changes) on the Web. These information 

changes on the Web can be classified into two types: “flow” and “stock”. “Flow” type information 

(i.e. news) come to the Web constantly and regularly, at a rather fast pace. “Stock” type information, 

mainly the static web pages, change unpredictably doesn‟t know at when and in what form. The 

proposed system aims to innovate the technology and uses a new term-sentence matrix algorithm to 
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detect the prominent topics in the changes. Also, it requires less computational complexity while 

offering more flexibility. The system implement an algorithm for automatic classification of text into 

various Wikipedia categories and that are Health, Education, Entertainment, Politics, and Sports. It 

aims to extract useful data from the irrelevant data and deal with the huge volume of data. It can 

transform unstructured data to structured format and handle large data set efficiently and give result in 

seconds. 

 

HIMANSHI KATARIA 

MCE-782-2K16 
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AN APPROACH FOR EXTRACTING RELEVANT TWEETS USING 

SIMILARITY MEASURES 

We seek to discover an algorithm to generate summary for trending topics/hashtags based on tweets 

from a microblogging site and its related news articles. Twitter has transformed itself into a global 

highway of communication from global leaders n celebrities to common people, and vice-versa. Also, 

it allows a large number of users to contribute huge number of frequent short messages which are 

responses to some perceived events/situations or at random. Twitter‟s homepage is displayed with the 

list of trending topics/hashtags that are popular at the moment and at the particular location, which 

guides its users to the most trending tweets/hashtags for the day but there isn‟t any mechanism/feature 

which accommodates summaries for these posts. We believe adding a summary to the tweets (as 

Facebook does for its posts), will not only provide a better understanding but also throw light upon 

why a particular post is trending. 

In this work, trending Tweets are extracted from the particular location, that summary provide a better 

understanding but also throw light upon why a particular post is trending.. In this dissertation efficient 

sentence patterns are used to find the opinion about some ambiguous sentences or some typical 

sentence whose polarity is difficult to find. Our main theme is to create a Summary for Relevant  

Data,Using this It is possible to get a global view of the content of the text message repository in 

terms of a set of short summaries of trending terms during the course of a period of time such as an 

hour or a day.. 

 

       

    HIMANSHI MEHTA 

      MCE-783-2K16 
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ENHANCING QUALITY OF SERVICE IN LOAD BALANCING BY 

MINIMIZING TASK REJECTION RATIO IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

 

Due to increase in demand of cloud services among IT sector the load over cloud is increasing 

rapidly. As the number of users are increasing exponentially the demand of resources are also 

increasing. Resources are limited in number so there is a need of techniques which result in better 

utilization of resources. These techniques are named as Load Balancing Techniques. Large numbers 

of requests come to data centre at any instant of time. Load balancing techniques schedule the 

requests in such a manner that all the resources are efficiently utilized in minimum time. 

Virtualization is backbone of Cloud computing. These requests are processed by virtual machines. In 

load balancing algorithms the scheduling of requests should be in such a way that no virtual machine 

is over utilized or underutilized.  

The thesis successfully addresses the significant challenges and has resolved some of them. The main 

focus of the thesis is to find a technique for balancing the load that it efficiently utilizes the resources 

and reduces the task rejection ratio and makespan time of requests. It considers the deadline as quality 

of service parameter. 

The idea is to distribute the tasks over virtual machines which are stored in different arrays. One is 

containing tasks which can be executed within their deadline and other containing the rejected tasks. 

Rejected task will be splitted into subtasks for parallel execution. The virtual machines are created 

based upon the need which is calculated by some defined criteria. So the algorithm will implement 

those tasks which otherwise rejected by the load balancer. This will reduce the task rejection ratio and 

make-span time. 

The results show that the algorithm performs better than the previous algorithms. The tasks having 

user defined deadline which are rejected by other load balancing algorithm are processed by this 

proposed algorithm using the concept of parallel processing and elasticity i.e. virtual machines 

creation. 

 

KOMAL  

    MCE-785-2K16 
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KNOWLEDGE GRAPH COMPLETION 

The term „Knowledge graph‟ was originated in  Google in the year 2012 when they started to use 

knowledge graphs in their search engine to provide better searching experience to users by allowing 

users to search for „things not strings‟. But the idea of knowledge graph is not new and dates back to 

1960s when it was used in knowledge representation technique called the semantic network., it has 

been observed that the worldly knowledge is too big to be compiled and organized manually. As a 

result knowledge graphs that have been built till date are unable to collect satisfactory amount of 

information. Also some of them focus on particular domain, thus collect good amount of data in one 

domain but are awfully short of information in other fields. So, the main problems identified in 

knowledge graph is that they are not complete i.e.Knowledge graphs do not have all the entities that is 

necessary to give satisfactory results and the linking between entities in knowledge graph is also not 

complete i.e. entities that are related in real life may not be linked in knowledge graph. 

This thesis successfully addresses these significant challenges and has resolved some of them. The 

main focus of the thesis is to find a technique for predicting the missing links in knowledge graph. 

In our work we approach above problem by following the two steps: 

We start with few seed entities of a domain and by using their associated paths we create a set of 

meta-paths that are common to all or most seed entities and using these paths we identify new entities. 

These entities are the one similar to these seed entities and are more likely to have similar relation as 

that of the seed entities. 

We find the missing links and to create new links (between different entities and between an 

entity and an attribute) in the automated manner using the available knowledge. The results 

show that our algorithm performs better than the previous algorithms.  

 

KOMAL REXWAL 

MCE-786-2K16 
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SECURITY SYSTEM FOR MIGRATING CRAWLER 

The usage of internet is rapidly increasing and the usage of mobile agent technology in 

internet environment has a great demand. The security issue is one of the main obstacles that 

restrict the use of mobile agent technology. An agent can either follow a pre-assigned path on 

the network or determine its itinerary based on the data collected from the network. A facility 

for highly dynamic movement of code and data enables a program to take advantage of the 

locality of data. It also allows one to optimize between the requirements of low bandwidth, 

high latency and disconnected network connections. This computing paradigm which exploits 

code, data and state mobility raises many new security issues, which are quite different from 

conventional client/server systems. Agent servers which provide an execution environment 

for the agents to execute can be attacked by malicious agents. Similarly agents could be 

carrying sensitive information about their owners and should be protected from tampering by 

malicious hosts. Also, the data collected by the agent from one host should be protected from 

tampering by another host in the itinerary. So securing agents from various safety threats 

therefore will become very essential.  

To cater to these safety threats, a novel security mechanism is proposed for retaining safety 

and security of the migrants as well as web server in which the migrant executes.  In this 

mechanism security is provided at three level Migrant, Host and data security.  Host security 

is achieved by verifying migrant through its Id so that no migrant from untrusted server can 

get access of the host serve.  Furthermore Byte code verification ensures early detection of 

malicious migrants that carry harmful data to destroy or corrupt host servers. For data 

security a new algorithm based on inverse MD5 is proposed that aims to protect mobile agent 

by using the symmetric encryption and hash function in cryptography science. The proposed 

mechanism is capable of preventing eavesdropping and alteration attacks. It assists the 

mobile agents to continue their journey safely even if some attacks occur. 

 

POOJA KUMARI 

MCE-787-2K16 
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CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA MINING ALGORITHMS USING 

SPSS TOOL 

Data Mining is playing a vital role in this era. As more and more people are becoming 

familiar with web and using social media websites, writing blogs.The World Wide Web 

(WWW) is a collection of hyperlinked documents containing useful information over the Internet. 

The World Wide Web contains all the information in the form of web pages, consisting of text data or 

images or videos, distributed over the network. These web pages can be accessed easily over the 

internet with the help of a web browser. The World Wide Web is decentralized and dynamic in nature. 

This distributed nature of WWW makes the navigation through web pages a tedious and cumbersome 

process. 

When finding the result of any algorithm, one has to write code in a programming language. 

For writing this code one must have knowledge of atleast one programming language. Each 

algorithm may have different pseudocode, so writing the code in programming language 

requires knowledge and time. In addition, when we have a big amount of data, it is difficult to 

get information manually from this huge amount of data.  

To overcome this problem, a number of automated tools are there. SPSS is one among those 

tools. For one category of algorithms, the results obtained are different. So, it is difficult to 

predict which algorithms runs faster. 

In this thesis, a critical analysis on different algorithms is done to predict which algorithm is 

best suited for what type of data. The result obtained from different algorithms are drawn in 

tabular form. 

PRINCY RANI 

    MCE-789-2K16 
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FEATURE SELECTION USING PSO IN SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

It is the era of fast-paced information technology, where every single second massive quantity of data 

is being generated in audio, video or text files. Out of this online data, text   data is available in 

significant amount. Text classification is a process of assigning categories to the text documents. For 

instance, classifying news article into categories like history, sports, technology, national, 

international etc. and detecting whether a mail is spam or not. Sentiment analysis is the one of the 

most important application domain of text classification. Features are a very crucial part of a 

classification process. Irrelevant and redundant features may adversely affect the classification 

process. Curse of dimensionality and polarity shift. Process of selecting useful features to improve the 

classification performance and shortening computation time is called, feature selection. There are 

broadly two types of approaches for feature selection, named filter feature selection methods and 

wrapper feature selection approaches. Wrapper feature selection method has been used in this thesis 

work. PSO is an optimization technique. It has been used in various fields. However, its potential has 

not been fully used in field of feature selection, especially for the sentiment analysis.  

This thesis successfully addresses the challenges of sentiment analysis and has resolved many of 

them. Main purpose of this thesis was to find a better technique for feature selection. In this work, 

PSO based feature selection is performed on a standard IMDB dataset from machine learning 

repository UCI and performance of algorithm has been measured in terms of classification accuracy 

and size of selected feature subset.  

 

                              PRIYANKA    

                                                                                                                MCE-790-2K16 
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CLUSTERING USING OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 

Searching for useful nuggets of information amongst huge amount of data is known as the field of 

data mining. Data mining system is the tool for extracting any hidden but meaningful information in 

data that facilitates its use for decision-making processes. On the other side, Artificial Intelligence has 

proved itself as a great tool in recent years, with the help of which computer can make decisions 

without considering any input from human being. AI inspired techniques impart a sixth sense „to the 

data mining systems and explore meaningful information. The combination of these two astonishing 

domains, have motivated us to utilize their outstanding features and apply them to optimize any 

complex real-world problems.    

The clustering technique of PSO uses AI domain for representing the social behavior of flock of birds 

and schools of fishes for creating fast convergence and to remove noise and outliers etc. The current 

PSO technique requires much more iteration (generally more than 500 iterations) to converge to the 

optima than the K-mean algorithm does, computation requirement for clustering extremely huge with 

document datasets is still high, in terms of execution time, the K-means algorithm is the most efficient 

for the large dataset, removal of noise & outliers are also not done. Hence, there is need to find 

optimal solution that will remove limitations discussed above. So, K- Means is used in combination 

with PSO. 

In this research, K-mean clustering method has been used to create multiple clusters and then PSO is 

applied on each cluster. This technique creates global optimal solution for every cluster. The 

experimental results show that the clustering rate of accuracy, quality of clustering, and global search 

capabilities of PSO K-mean algorithm is higher than PSO algorithm . 

 

 

VEENU 

MCE-793-2K16 
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CLUSTER BASED DYNAMIC LOAD BALANCING IN CLOUD 

COMPUTING 

Administering workloads among multiple cloud computing resources is one of the main challenges in 

cloud environment. In cloud environment load balancer is used to divide task execution between 

heterogenous no. of machines resources available in cloud. So, in cloud computing there are multiple 

scheduling, migrating and load balancing approaches are used to achieves maximum efficiency and 

ensures full utilization of the available resources. The main aim of a load balancer is to ensure that 

there is no virtual machine which is spare and overloaded. For a cloud load balancer, the biggest 

problem is how to manage multiple dynamic request at the same time and load them on the 

appropriate virtual machine. To tackle out with this problem, there is a way to administer the load 

fairly among the nodes available in the cloud dynamically and efficiently to enhance the 

performances. To attain this goal, there are multiple algorithm already had been proposed in cloud 

environment in the later years. Load balancing techniques always aim to achieve higher level of 

satisfaction from the user by minimizing response time to accept user‟s request and run tasks 

efficiently and faster to achieve maximum utilization. And maximum utilization can only be achieved 

by even spreading and fair allocation of resources known as virtual machine(VM) available in cloud 

environment. In traditional approach the virtual machines were available in homogenous manner that 

could not handle additional workload as well as overhead of scanning entire list before virtual 

machine(VM) configuration was also there. In proposed approach the overhead of scanning the entire 

list is resolved by checking the nearest Virtual machine is available or not and if available allocate 

that virtual machine(VM) to required task execution. This proposed approach uses KNN (k nearest 

neighbor) cluster based dynamic load balancing in cloud computing which has heterogenous nodes 

available in the cloud for faster task execution and minimizes average waiting time, response time and 

maximizes the utilization. The proposed algorithm will choose nearest idle virtual machine(VM) and 

this reduces the response time and waiting time which enhances the performance of cloud computing. 

It assigns tasks to appropriate nodes in such a way that workload gets distributed fairly and evenly. 

Second thing it also reallocate and migrate virtual machine(VM) again and again. This algorithm aims 

to improve the execution time, throughput, turnaround time and response time. It provides 

heterogenous environment and consider the demands at time of balancing load at the appropriate 

virtual machine. This algorithm is dynamic in nature and provide easy and faster execution on VM‟s. 

 

VEENUS 

MCE-794-2K16 
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CLASSIFICATION OF SENTENCES INTO DIFFERENT CATEGORIES 

USING NLP AND MATLAB 

Now a days many real-life databases include textual data, which required to be analysed and 

processed so that it could be made to actionable insight. As per the need of text classification into 

various categories is suffusing across many sectors. Here, firstly the problem to find Specific 

sentences from a given set of sentences is being considered (taken customers reviews of an 

organization for their services) then demonstrated those specific sentences which shows complaints 

and grievances of the customers for the services provided by the organization. A dictionary of bad 

words (bad, useless, dissatisfaction, disgusting etc.) is made. 

Several features for each sentence are defined and computed, specificity score for each sentence is 

computed. Some features are semantic in the sense that they use a supporting ontology (that of 

WordNet). After finding specific score all the sentences which have score >= 10 filter them for further 

steps. From filtered sentences, find how many bad words each sentence have (search in 

dictionary),then output those sentences which have more negative words compared to others. 

On the other hand, for same input a classifier is trained and then output from both methods are 

compared. 

Contributions here include complaint as speech acts as well as the use of sentiment analysis in 

identifying speech acts. The utility of the proposed work is demonstrated in two real-life domains: 

Employee feedback surveys and Product reviews. 

 

VINITA 

MCE-795-2K16 
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NETWORK SECURITY IN E-COMMERCE 

 

E-Commerce allows transactions by online users which allows buying and selling of goods using 

the services of internet. The various payments in e-commerce are done using digital wallets in 

quick manner. So, security of digital wallet remains a challenge. Digital wallets are more prone to 

threats due to hackers. During an e-commerce transaction using digital wallet, the security threat 

gets increased. So this research is an attempt to make e-commerce system more secure and 

prevent the unauthentic operations. The proposed system deals with security at the registration 

level as well as at transaction time. The implemented system generates OTP for every transaction 

being done through digital wallet. So, the proposed system guarantees more secure transaction 

than the conventional system.  
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LEPMA : LEAP-EAP PROTOCOL USING MOBILE AGENT 

Security, scalability and transmission time are the major concerns in any networking environment to 

keep network safe, faster and stable. To provide security, authentication is the most important aspect 

in any communication (wired or wireless). Nowadays, almost all the day-to-day services are getting 

the online treatment, a lot of personal information gets stored on the internet. Every time when log in 

to some website to access a service, release our identity, which can be abused by the service providers 

for tracking behavior , profiling our usage of service or even for impersonation. So, there is a need to 

strengthen the security of such authentication system. Many authentication frameworks and protocols 

are available to protect the server‟s assets from getting unauthorized access. Extensible Authentication 

Protocol (EAP) provides a framework over which various protocols like TTLS, TLS, MD5, PEAP, 

LEAP etc. can be executed. These protocols generally use the traditional client server approach. If the 

information to be used is placed at a single location, then this architecture can come handy because of 

its centralized nature but if the information is scattered at different locations client server model 

generates various issues like scalability, latency etc. So to handle the problems faced in a distributed 

system, a new paradigm is proposed which uses the concept of mobile agents. The mobile agents have 

a unique property of migrating to different locations and taking with them the code, data and context 

in order to resume their execution at other location. They are autonomous, adaptable, goal oriented 

and cooperative in nature. The agents look for resources and services on other machines in order to 

complete their designated jobs. If they don‟t find any service on a machine, they just migrate to some 

other machine having the required resource or service. The aim of this thesis is to implement the 

EAP-LEAP protocol on mobile agent based framework and analyze the behaviour of both the models 

in terms of network traffic, bandwidth and interaction time taken in processing the user requests.  
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TREND ANALYSIS USING MODIFIED K-MEANS CLUSTERING 

With the emergence of the Internet, social networks have become the most popular way of 

communication. The community of users participating in these social networks tends to share their 

common interests, at the same time giving rise to what are known as social trends. A social trend 

reflects the voice or opinion of mass users on a certain topic which, for some reason, becomes popular 

thereafter. Amongst the various popular social networks, Twitter is the fastest growing micro-

blogging site and is generating enormous volumes of data every minute. Therefore it becomes 

difficult to select credible and relevant tweets needed for analyzing the trends. This thesis presents an 

approach for relevant extraction of tweets and thereafter clustering the tweets for efficient analysis of 

ongoing trends. 
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INDUCTIVE OPINION MINING USING ENHANCED SEARCHING 

MECHANISM ON UNSTRUCTURED DATA 

When purchasing a product for the first time one usually needs to choose among several products with 

similar characteristics. Companies use to promote their brands and products pointing out good 

characteristics avoiding mentioning the poor ones.The best way to choose the mostsuitable product is 

to rely upon the opinions of others. Analysis of such texts is a more productive way of collecting user 

information than the traditional structured data collection by surveys where people are usually 

unwilling to take the time to answer presupposed questions. Conversely, sentiment analysis “listens” 

to published opinions and answers “the unknown”.Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is the 

computational study of people's opinions, appraisals, attitudes, and emotions toward entities, 

individuals, issues, events, topics and their attributes. This is an Information Extraction task which is 

technically very challenging but also practically very useful. With the advent of web 2.0, huge 

volumes of opinionated text are available on web. To extract sentiment about an object from this huge 

web, automated opinion mining system i.e. algorithmic method of analysis of large number of reviews 

is thus needed.By devising an accurate method to identify the sentiments behind any text, one can 

predict the mood of the people regarding a particular product or service. 

However, with so much web-based social media available on the web sentiment analysis is now 

considered as a big data task. Hence the conventional sentiment analysis approaches fails to 

efficiently handle the vast amount of sentiment data available now a days. 

This thesis successfully addresses the significant challenges and has resolved many of them. The main 

focus of the thesis was to find a technique for analyzing sentiments posted on web that can efficiently 

perform sentiment analysis on blogs data sets and a technique that can categorize the text as positive, 

negative and neutral in a fast and accurate manner.In this work, sentiment analysis is performed on a 

large data set of Blogs using Opinion mining and the performance of the technique is measured in 

form of the speed and accuracy. The experimental results show that this technique exhibits good 

efficiency in handling big sentiment data sets. 
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HINDI HAND WRITTEN CHARACTER RECOGNITION USING 

CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK 

Recognizing handwritten Hindi characters through deep learning is a challenging task that 

has recently attracts many engineers and researchers in this area of machine learning and 

computer vision. Handwritten character recognition system (HCRS) are not much explored 

for the Devanagari characters. Devanagari script is used to write many languages including 

Hindi, Nepali, Marathi and many more languages of east and south India. Our task become 

more challenging because the characters in Hindi language are morphologically complex, 

highly stylized and the presence of compound characters that are formed from the one or 

more isolated characters. 

In the last half century, the rapid growth in technology like improvement in the processing 

speed of the system and main memory, this breaks the barrier and gives us an opportunity to 

implement more complex hand written character recognition system. In this thesis I propose a 

system that explores challenges in the recognition of handwritten character. Through deep 

learning the system was able to achieve high efficiency that shows the superior result over the 

traditional shallow network. Three different CNN models was implemented using different 

type of optimizer to get the higher accuracy and after conducted several experiments over 

these networks, we encountered a test accuracy of 99.9%. 
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PERSONALITYTRAITS PREDICTION THROUGH TWITTER 

 

Social media is a place where people interact with each other more than interacting face to 

face and also they express themselves truly on it. This social media information of people can 

be utilized in many ways. One such area observed by the researchers is that a person‟s social 

media information reveals a lot about its personality.  

In this work, we have used this information to know about a person‟s personality and 

calculated each person‟s personality scores based on Big 5 personality dimensions. These 

scores can be further utilized to predict job satisfaction, job role assignment, personal 

relationships satisfaction and even more. The prediction of the scores is done through several 

machine learning algorithms. The data is trained through myPersonality dataset; which is a 

facebook application to check personality scores. For features; NRC emotion lexicon is used 

which is a type of dictionary in which labels are assigned to a list of unigram english words 

and their associations with eight emotions (anger, fear, anticipation, trust, surprise, sadness, 

joy, and disgust ) and two sentiments (negative and positive). For the training of data, best 

model is selected through classification and prediction by cross validating the training data. 

The whole dataset is used as both training and testing dataset instead of dividing the dataset 

into two separately. The saved best models are then further used for the prediction of the 

personality scores of some users after the processing of their twitter data. 
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CRIME PATTERNS PREDICTION USING DATA MINING 

Crime against women is an age old phenomenon. A total of 3,09,547 cases of crime against 

women were reported in the country in the year 2013 as compared to 2,44,2701 in 2012, thus 

showing an increase of 26.7% during the year 2013. With the increase in reporting of crimes 

against women, there is urgent need to analyze the data and develop tools & techniques that 

can help the concerned authorities to suitable measures to mitigate increasing crime against 

women. A number of algorithms have already been designed in the data mining field. The 

objective of this paper is to study and analyze the performance of prominent data mining 

techniques via. Naive Bayes & Time Series Algorithms for analyzing crimes against women. 

The performance is measured in terms of time taken, correctly and incorrectly classified 

instances and accuracy. From the experimental results, it was found that Naive Bayes & Time 

Series Algorithms are better than other algorithms.  
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K-MEANS CLUSTERING IN HEALTH CARE USING MAP REDUCE 

In the present scenario, the use of internet enabled devices like smartphones, laptops, tablets 

etc. has increased to a big extent. As a result, a huge amount of database is generated on a 

daily basis in every work field. Now to manage this data, a suitable model is needed which 

can organize the database and keep it safe for future references. One such model is Data 

Clustering with machine learning and it is becoming an interesting research area.  

We have discussed on big data, data mining, and Clustering methods in the following paper. 

Here, the existing facts and features related to big data management in the field of health 

sector have been discussed. Our research has considered the issues associated with the 

existing health care system. The healthcare sector needs to be digitalized and modernized so 

that data can be analyzed efficiently and this can be done with the help of clustering 

algorithms by labeling the data with certain attributes. Our model can further improve the 

interaction between a doctor and his patient, also correct treatment based on early symptoms 

could be initialized by the nursing staff and certain actions will help the disease from 

reaching a higher level. In addition to the proper treatment, a lot of paper work and other tests 

can be prevented if the data recorded on the basis of previous patient‟s symptoms is 

validated. Also quick response from the staff could be a major factor and the cost of 

examining a patient will be reduced.  

The basic function of the work is to store data in multiple clusters that would be available at 

the particular health care center in isolated form & would be easily accessible. But there are 

certain exceptions of clustering mechanisms. Let us start the discussion to eliminate those 

limitations. 
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ACCIDENT PREVENTION AND COLLISION AVOIDANCE AT 

INTERSECTION IN VANETS 

Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANET) is a subclass of Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs). 

It is the most advanced technology that provides Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) in 

wireless communications among vehicles and between vehicles and Roadside Equipment 

(RSUs) according to IEEE 802.11p standard. VANET provides broad range of safety and 

non-safety applications. In this, all vehicle participating in the network turn themselves into a 

wireless node. These nodes can detect each other with the help of sensors which are inbuilt in 

vehicles. As the vehicles pose dynamic nature, VANET is likely to face stale entries and 

congestion. Due to high mobility of vehicles, topology of network changes frequently. Hence, 

this will reduce the network life time and increases the routing overhead. 

Road accidents are increasing very rapidly across the globe. Now a days on road accidents is 

a major problem of concern. Road accidents happen due to various different  reasons such as 

street development, surge hours, human conduct, drunken driving, red light jumping etc. 

Increase in urban population have led to increase in road traffic and road accidents. VANET 

provides various methods to provide road safety. Maximum number of accidents have 

occurred at intersections with good visibility in urban areas. The advancement in Vehicular 

Ad hoc Network have led to various organizations, Institutes to focus on the methods of street 

security and it is now widely used now a days.   

In order to avoid these kind of problems, many solutions have been proposed of which 

introducing Intelligent Traffic Lights (ITLs) at the intersection is the most effective way of 

avoiding road accidents. Accidents can be prevented by using message dissemination 

method. There are various methods of message dissemination in order to get minimum delay 

and prevent road accidents and vehicle collisions. However, there are some issues in message 

dissemination methods. Extensive literature survey results no such proposal which uses 

bidirectional traffic model. In this model, all vehicles that are assumed to be approaching the 

RSUs from both directions are considered. Data Dissemination, Routing, Traffic rules 

violation with respect to vehicle‟s mobility are open research issues in this type of network. 

An intersection based scheme is implementing in proposed work in order to provide road 

safety at intersecting roads. Vehicle to roadside communication with Intelligent Traffic 
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Lights (ITLs) and IEEE 802.11p protocol is used. The main objective of the proposed scheme 

is to decrease road accidents and vehicle collisions at intersection. The proposed scheme will 

be helpful to prevent road accidents using Intelligent Traffic Lights which further reduce the 

violation of traffic rules. This scheme allows vehicular nodes to send information and receive 

warning messages so that the driver can perform emergency stop or can take best action 

possible. 
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SECURITY OF PHYSICAL VAULTS USING CANNY BASED EDGE 

DETECTION 

Security systems are developed for keeping money safe. In order to fulfill this commitment, 

video surveillance systems are a necessity. The cost of storage has been large due to limited 

storage capacity of storage devices. Moreover, the recording of video data gets lost after 15 

days. In this research objective is to provide more security to the physical wallet with reduced 

storage cost. The proposed model would tackle the above mentioned problems. This would 

provide security at remote location without need of human attention using image processing. 

This research would establishment of cloud environment to host application. Implementation 

of image capturing module works from two different dimensions to too boost the security. 

The size of captured frame sample would be reduced in order to save the storage space. 

Secondly any suspicious activity would be traced more quickly using edge detection 

mechanism during frame comparison in order to make system fast.After detection of 

suspicious activity signal would be forward to trigger the alarm so that urgent action could be 

made in reduce the changes of loss. This research is supposed to host web based application 

in cloud environment. The image compression technique is reducing size of image in order to 

save the storage space. Use of Edge detection mechanism allow to fetch only comparable 

information make system fast. 
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A DYNAMIC PROTOCOL FOR ROUTING OF MOBILE AGENT AND 

AGGREGATION 

 

WSN is a bigger class of network. WSN is the most popular network now a days. The wireless sensor 

network is acollection of a sensor nodes connected to each other. The nodes of WSN are dynamicin 

the wireless sensor network the nodes arrive, connect itself to network and communicate to other 

nodes of network. The nodes of network are important components for data aggregation. The data 

aggregation is a technique to gather data sample from these nodes and then use an aggregation 

function to aggregate data samples. From last few years mobile agents are very popular for visiting 

the nodes and perform data aggregation. These mobile agents visit each node one by one collect data 

samples. Wireless sensor network has a broadcast nature , it is suspectible to more attacks. The nodes 

can also be captured by the attacker. It is very to identify a node before aggregating data. The MA 

must ensure that the node is valid node or not. If it is a valid node then only the MA will aggregate 

data, otherwise it will move to next location. 

The work which is now proposed is providing the mechanism for authenticate the nodes of the 

network by using authenticator and authentication server. The nodes will register itself before connect 

to a particular network. The informationof these nodes will be encrypted after storing. Then at the 

time of data aggregation this information will be matched to the information provided by node. 

It is observed that the work which is proposed using this mechanismis providing only valid data. And 

security of node is assured in this network. As only valid data is aggregating, the less time and energy 

is consumed. The overall performance of this approach is much more satisfactory than the existing 

approach 
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SENTIMENT ANALYSIS WITH SARCASM DETECTION 

Internet is a source of huge information. By just one click on your laptop or mobile phone 

you can gather information about anything in the world. E-commerce, social networking, 

education, entertainment, online tourism etc are widely used web applications. These 

application providers allow users to share their feedbacks, reviews and suggestions online on 

their websites. These reviews are used by other people for decision making when buying a 

new product or services and by organization itself to offer better services to their 

customers.Sentiment analysis is a Natural language processing or Information Extraction task 

that process the user‟s views or opinions and identifies whether the review is positive, 

negative or neutral. 

Sarcasm is most common challenge faced during sentiment analysis. In sarcastic review 

basically a positive word is used to express a negative opinion about an object or service. For 

handling sarcasm real world knowledge is required. This thesis presents domain specific 

sentiment analysis using supervised learning technique along with sarcasm detection, where 

restaurant services are chosen as domain. The system is able to classifying the reviews using 

Naive Bayesian machine learning technique and give positive or negative result about 

restaurant reviews. Method to detect sarcasm is applied using hash tags and interjection 

words. The system is able to handle sarcastic reviews and give more accurate result. In the 

process of constructing the system, many previous works are reviewed and some of them are 

applied to the thesis and different methods are compared for reaching a best solution. 

The work done in this thesis is to provide best quality of service to the customers. An 

organization is interested in customer‟s perception about its services. This information is used 

to improve the services and new marketing strategies. This system also helps to identify the 

price trends. Other people can use this piece of information to choose best option from the 

available ones based on their requirements. Organization can use customer‟s suggestions to 

add on them in near future to maximize the profit. At the end result is shown in form of chart 

to describe positivity and negativity of restaurants reviews. Customer can use these reviews 

to make a decision based on their requirements. 
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HEART DISEASE PREDICITON USING LOGISTIC REGRESSION 

Health care industry require diagnosis to support clinicians. They typically work through an 

analysis of medical data and a knowledge base of clinical expertise. Data mining provides a 

way to get the information buried in the data. They can find patterns hidden in large and 

complex collection of data, where these patterns elude traditional statistical approaches to 

analysis.  

Computational techniques are involved in almost all the areas of life, and used as an aid to the 

experts of any particular field. In the field of medicine, it has become mandatory to use 

computing tools for disease diagnosis, treatment, drug discovery and in many other areas. As 

their use provides accurate and cost effective performance, they have become the need of the 

hour, especially in disease classification and prediction. Substantial research has been done 

on the diagnosis of the disease like cancers, heart disease, thalassemia, diabetes etc. 

Accuracy play a vital role as the computing system are employed in disease diagnosis that 

completely deals with human life. Research has been continuously been done so as to 

improve the accuracy of the diagnosis process. As the data available in hands is increasing 

day by day, it is tedious task for the experts to understand the data and find the solution to the 

problem. Computing method proved to be efficient enough to handle large volume of data 

and also provide results with reasonably good accuracy. 

Ongoing collaboration of cardiovascular clinicians and computer scientists are looking at the 

application of data mining techniques to the area of individual patient diagnosis, based on 

clinical record.  The healthcare industry collects actually a huge amount of data which, 

unfortunately, are not  „mined‟ to discover hidden information for effective decision making. 

Advanced data mining techniques are used to discover  knowledge in database and for 

medical research.  

 The research work presents the use of pattern recognition and data mining techniques into 

risk prediction models in the clinical domain of cardiovascular medicine. The data is modeled 

and classified by using data mining techniques. 

Some of the limitation of conventional system are that there is only binary level classification 

i.e patient have disease or no disease and patient on high risk of disease. This limitation is 
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overcome in this research by use of logistic regression model which implicit finds in which 

vessel patient have defect. A particular focus is the use of logistic regression to generate a 

predictive model for use in heart disease prediction.  
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A PATTERN BASED SENTIMENT ANALYSIS ON TWITTER DATA 

In today's world social networking sites like Twitter, Facebook, Tumbler etc. play a very 

important role. Twitter, as well as different online Social Networks (OSN) and 

Microblogging internet sites, became virtually the largest web destinations for folks to speak 

with one another, to precise their opinions regarding merchandise, movies, share their daily 

expertise and communicate their thoughts regarding forthcoming and real-time events like 

Sports, Politicsetc. Analyzing these thoughts and opinions is very important. 

Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining in social networks present now a days a hot topic of 

research. These researches include automatic Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining of 

texts collected from social networks and microblogging websites. Twitter provides a 

tremendous amount of content for various applications of Sentiment Analysis like prediction, 

review, elections, marketing etc. It involves classification of texts, mainly Binary 

Classification (i.e. classification into “Positive” and “Negative”) or Ternary Classification 

(i.e. “Positive”, “Negative” and “Neutral”). 

Python is a simple, powerful, high-level, interpreted and dynamic programming language, 

which is well known for its functionality of processing Natural Language Data (by using 

NLTK). NLTK is library of Python which provides a base for building programs and 

classification of data. NLTK also provides graphical demonstration for representing various 

results and trends and it also provides sample data to train various classification algorithms. 

In goal of this work is to find a novel approach that, in addition to the aforementioned tasks 

of Binary and Ternary classification, goes deeper in the classification of texts collected from 

Twitter. Besides Sentiment Analysis of Twitter data, a comparison of traditional works with 

the proposed work has been made. 

Also a comparison is made with previous works to outline and overcome the shortcomings of 

the previous techniques. 
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OPTIMIZATION OF KEY EXCHANGE PROTOCOL USING MOBILE 

AGENT 

There are several techniques which have been proposed for the exchanging of public keys. 

This is a challenge to exchange cryptographic keys securely. Key exchange protocol is one of 

the public key cryptographic primitives that provides a platform to negotiate keys among a 

group of parties. The only goal of the key exchange protocol is that group of parties can share 

the private keys without compromising their secrecy. For Key exchange dilemma, the Diffie-

Hellman key exchange protocol was the first practical solution. In Diffie-Hellman protocol, 

two parties are allowed to exchange a secret key over unsecured channels and they are 

unknown to each other. In this paper, Man- in-the-middle attack is detected and prevented.In 

our proposed algorithm we try to introduce a new technique in the field of key exchange.In 

this paper, we present a mobile agent named Jade which prevents Man-In-The-Middle attacks 

without depending on a human in whole communication.The technique is used with the hope 

that this technique will sure reduces the traffic of data or key exchange between nodes. An 

agent-based authentication scheme is designed and uses a mobile agent.  

The literature reviews shows various key exchange mechanisms and brings up their strengths 

and shortcomings. This thesis displays an approach of using mobile agent to prevent man-in-

the-middle-attack with less message traffic. This thesis presents a systematic and organized 

study of key exchange using mobile agents. The strengths and weaknesses of each technique 

is also a matter of focus in this thesis. The literature survey shows that most of the algorithms 

fail to secure the key management without being compromised by passive or active attack.  

In this thesis, the problem of Man-in-the-middle-attack is solved by a mobile agent which is 

called authentication mobile agent that can travel from machine to machine in the 

communication channel and also responsible for providing the authentication service in the 

distributed system. Mobile Agent is a software which works on behalf of a user. The ability to 

distribute cryptographic keys securely has been a challenge for centuries. We explore this 

man-in-the-middle attack, analyze countermeasures against the attack, and extend the attack 

to the multi-party setting. 
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REAL TIME SYSTEM CONTROLLING USING RGB OBJECT 

DETECTION PROCESS 

Since the PC innovation keeps on growing up, the significance of human PC connection is 

tremendously expanding. These days the bigger part of the cell phones area unit utilizing 

barely screen innovation. In any case, this innovation is as yet not sufficiently shoddy to be 

utilized as a part of desktop frameworks. Making a virtual human PC connection gadget, for 

example, mouse or console utilizing a webcam and PC vision procedures can be an option 

route for the touch screen. There are various existing proposals which are based on tip 

following to manage the movement of the mouse, the fingertips to control the mouse cursor 

and snap, the movement of the thumb (from a 'thumbs-up' position to a clench hand) to check 

a clicking occasion thumb, unique hand sign moved the mouse pointer: a shading pointer has 

been utilized. Human computer interaction today incredibly underscores on growing more 

unconstrained and common interfaces. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) on Personal 

Computers (PCs) is peaceful grown, very much characterized and gives an effective interface 

to a client to communicate with the PC and get to the different applications easily with the 

assistance of mice, track cushion, and so on. These days the greater part of the cell phones are 

utilizing touch screen innovation to connect with the client. Be that as it may, this innovation 

is as yet not modest to be utilized as a part of desktops and portable workstations. So there is 

a strong need of virtual mouse framework utilizing web camera to interface with the PC in a 

more easy to use way. 
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UNDERWATER AND SATELLITE IMAGE ENHANCEMENT 

TECHNIQUE 

Underwater environment offers many rare attractions such as marine animals and fishes, 

amazing landscape, and mysterious shipwrecks. Besides underwater photography, underwater 

imaging has also been an important source of interest in different branches of technology and 

scientific research, such as inspection of underwater infrastructures and cables, detection of 

man-made objects, control of underwater vehicles, marine biology research, and archaeology. 

Different from common images, underwater images suffer from poor visibility resulting from 

the attenuation of the propagated light, mainly due to absorption and scattering effects. The 

absorption substantially reduces the light energy, while the scattering causes changes in the 

light propagation direction. They result in foggy appearance and contrast degradation making 

distant objects misty. Practically, in common sea water images, the objects at a distance of 

more than 10 meters are almost unperceivable, and the colors are faded because their 

composing wavelengths are cut according to the water depth. 

Image enhancement is usually one of the first image processing steps that needs to be 

completed before other techniques are applied. Image enhancement techniques can be broadly 

classified into two categories: those that operate in the spatial domain and those that work in 

the frequency domain. Among the spatial domain techniques, the power-law transformation, 

log transformation, contrast stretching, and histogram equalization, are very popular. The idea 

behind these techniques is to transform the image dynamic range to a suitable range. There 

are also several de-noising techniques that attempt to reduce the noise from the signal. Image 

blurring through the use of different filters is a well adopted solution. The proposed technique 

which is Illumination Based Sub Image Histogram Equalization is used to overcome the 

limitation of the existing techniques. This technique is very efficient for the image 

Enhancement. 

The goal is to enhance the image and increase the contrast of the image and to avoid loss of 

natural appearance of the image. 
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RANKING BASED ON REVIEW MINING 

Client reviews play a vital role in day to day life. When we need to take a decision, reviews 

of different people are considered. But there are many client reviews available on the Internet 

and going through all the reviews is not possible because a huge numbers of clients post their 

reviews through sites, social networking and blogs which can consume most of the time of 

the user.  

Business associations and corporate organizations are anxious to discover client reviews with 

respect to their service, support and products. In e-commerce based business (internet 

shopping and online tourism), it is very important to examine the good quantity of social 

information available on the web. So consequently, it is vital to reflect reviews in a ranking to 

settle on a decision effortlessly. 

 Review Mining, called as Sentiment Classification is characterized as examination of 

reviews, breaking down of reviews, perspectives, feelings and sentiments consequently from 

content, and vast information available on web by different techniques. Review is generally 

combination of words, sentences or documents. Review mining is based on the reviews of the 

other users. Review mining is used to classify each review as positive or negative.  

This thesis, effectively addresses the huge difficulties mentioned above and has tried to settle 

most of them. The main aim of this thesis was to propose a suggestion strategy in light of 

opinion mining to prescribe top ranking to the purchasers. 

Our motive was to make a framework for examining reviews which infers judgment of 

various customer items. In this framework we have separated, sorted and summarized all the 

client reviews. We have displayed a proficient recommending system for prescribing items to 

the purchaser.  
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ENERGY ENHANCEMENT OF POWER AWARE SCHEDULINGAND 

CLUSTERING PROTOCOL 

 
 

Today, Wireless networks are the most popular and broad field area of research work. 

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) form a subset of Ad-hoc networks. WSN consists of specially 

distributed sensors to cooperatively monitor physical or environmental conditions such as 

temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion etc .It consists of low power sensor nodes. They 

are powered by a battery to communicate with each other for environment monitoring. Therefore 

to maximize network lifetime and achieve maximum reliability and scalability routing techniques 

have been developed. Wireless Sensor Network is a special kind of non infrastructure networks 

capable of wireless communication having large number of low-cost sensor nodes with limited power 

and multi-functional capability. A typical sensor node includes four basic components a sensing unit, 

a processing unit, a communication unit, and a power unit.WSNs are not centralized one as no static 

infrastructure exists. Peer-to-peer communication exists between nodes. Multihopping can cause a 

sensor node to communicate with a node that is not in radio range of each other via intermediate 

nodes. So WSN provides flexibility of adding or removing nodes in the network. The network can be 

divided into no. of clusters called clustering. In each cluster, one of the sensor nodes is elected as 

Cluster Head (CH) and the rest of the nodes act as Cluster Members (CM). All sensor nodes work in 

cooperation within each cluster to serve the request. Cluster head collects the data from its members 

and data aggregation is done by each cluster head to remove data redundancy and forwarded to the 

sink. As cluster head consumes more energy than cluster members, the workload of cluster heads is 

distributed among routing protocols.Energy is the scarcest resource of WSN nodes, and it 

determines the lifetime of WSNs. WSNs may be deployed in large numbers in various 

environments, including remote and hostile regions, where ad hoc communications are a key 

component.Lifetime maximization: Energy/Power Consumption of the sensing device should be 

minimized and sensor nodes should be energy efficient since their limited energy resource 

determines their lifetime. To conserve power, wireless sensor nodes normally power off both the 

radio transmitter and the radio receiver when not in use. Major issue in WSN is “ENERGY 

CONSUMPTION” because sensor node are battery operated so, they can not function without 

enough power level. WSN routing protocol need to specify how message packet transfer from 

source to destination in a network efficiently ,with less amount of energy. 
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IMPROVED TEXT SUMMARIZATION METHOD FOR 

SUMMARIZING PRODUCT REVIEWS 

Text Summarization is an active and interesting research area that has emerged to in recent 

times .There is an increase in trend of online shopping. Before buying any product or service 

online users prefer to read opinions about that product of service. But problem is that there 

are millions of reviews for same product is available over different websites and users do not 

have the time to read all the reviews. So need of review summarization is there.  

Text summarization method summarizes the content of reviews of people with help of 

similarity and clustering methods and guide them whether to purchase that product or not. 

Text summarization can be of many types. This thesis work proposes an extractive improved 

text summarization method which performs better than existing text summarization methods.  

This is done by including some improvements in the text summarization method like in this 

thesis work, those sentences are retained which have at least one noun, one adjective, one 

verb and one adverb. This stops the elimination of some of the important reviews. Also this 

thesis work is combining STASIS similarity and LDA technique for calculating semantic and 

context similarity respectively. After that similarity score generated by both the techniques is 

combined and an overall similarity score is calculated. Sentences are assessed using this 

similarity score and conflicting sentences are eliminated. And most important improvement 

of this thesis work is to improve k-means clustering by including Levenshtein distance 

instead of Euclidean distance. 

After doing this improvements both the existing and improved text summarization methods 

are applied on datasets of reviews and their performance is compared using factors like Rand 

Measure, Precision, Recall, F-measure, Review Importance Factor and it is proved that 

proposed method is better than existing method. 

And it is observed that there is an increase of 6% in rand measure value, increase of 9% in 

precision value, increase of 7% in recall value, increase of 9% in f-measure value and 

increase of 14% in review importance factor value in comparison to the existing method. 
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NOVEL APPROACH TO FIND SENTIMENTS FROM USER TWEETS 

Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is used to automate the detection of subjective 

information such as opinions, attitudes, emotions, and feelings. When purchasing a product 

for the first time one usually needs to choose among several products with similar 

characteristics. Companies use to promote their brands and products pointing out good 

characteristics avoiding to mention the poor ones. The best way to choose the most suitable 

product is to rely upon the opinions of others. Sentiment analysis becomes an important 

source in people trust. 

Sentiment Analysis is used to determine the attitude of a speaker and his opinions that he 

wants to express on a certain topic. It is the computational study of people's opinions, 

attitudes, and emotions toward entities, individuals, issues, events, topics and their attributes. 

Analysis of such texts is a more productive way of collecting user information than the 

traditional structured data collection by surveys where people are usually unwilling to take 

the time to answer presupposed questions. With so much social media available on the web 

and extracting sentiment about an object from this huge web is thus needed. The opinions or 

sentiments given on e-commerce sites can highly influence the behavior of a user and his 

decision in buying the product. By devising an accurate method to identify the sentiments 

behind any text, one can predict the mood of the writer regarding a particular product or 

service. Further, these sentiments shared by public can be made available through comments 

in blogs or discussion forums and these may be expressed in unstructured form.  

This thesis, successfully addresses the above challenges related to sentiment analysis and 

classification. The proposed system for analyzing sentiments focuses on user tweets and aims 

to categorize the textual comments as either positive, negative or neutral in an accurate 

manner. 

The performance of the proposed system is measured by taking a data set of tweets and 

comparing the actual outcome with the expected outcome based on a Confusion matrix. The 

experimental results show that this technique exhibits very good efficiency in handling large 

data sets. 
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DETECTION & PREVENTION OF WORMHOLE ATTACK IN 

WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK 

 Wormhole attacks detection in wireless sensor network Wormhole attacks can disable or 

destabilize wireless sensor networks. The proposed work provides a procedure for wireless 

sensors networks to locate the wormhole intrusions. The wormhole attack is very challenging 

to deal with since the nemesis does not need to compromise any nodes and can use wireless 

devices like laptops, smartphones to send packets on channels with minimum delays. As this 

network consists of large number of sensor nodes deployed randomly in an area which collect 

information process it, transfer it to the sink and then to the destination node. The impact of 

such distribution of nodes is very serious which makes the network vulnerable to threats. 

Thus in order to achieve secure communication between nodes there are some measures like 

beacon nodes, splitting the network into sectors, mobile agents, localization which minimizes 

the malicious traffic that can prevent the occurrences of wormhole attacks. In this thesis 

various types of schemes have defined which deals with wormhole attack differently and 

their own outcomes. 
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PROLONGING NETWORK LIFETIME OF WSN USING EAMMH 

PROTOCOL 

 

In the recent years, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) has gained a good attention from the 

research community as well as from the actual users. A sensor node in a network performs 

multiple tasks like sensing, processing, storing the data and communication. All these tasks 

consume a large amount of energy which is a limited resource in WSN.  Therefore, energy 

management is required in WSN and also, it is a very challenging task to perform.  

Multiple schemes for energy conservation have been proposed in the past. A novel 

schemecalled as aggregation routing has been proposed. Aggregation routing scheme has 

been found to be a better solution in terms of energy savings than the flat routing scheme 

which were used initially. But the problem with this scheme is that it does not support multi-

hop data transmission and single-hop communication with the sink consumes a large amount 

of energy. 

So, to improve this limitation EAMMH protocol was introduced. EAMMH protocol supports 

multi-hop data transmission and also finds the optimal path to transmit data to the base 

station (BS).  But this Protocol has its own disadvantage. Cluster Head (CH) selection in this 

protocol is done by generating a random number between 0 and 1. It does not take residual 

energy of a sensor node in its consideration while deciding the CH which requires more 

energy than other sensor nodes because of extra work it does. 

Next scheme, to eliminate the above problem is Improved-EAMMH protocol in which CH 

will be decided on the basis of residual energy of a sensor node. Improved-EAMMH protocol 

leads to increase the WSN lifetime by a significant amount. 
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QUESTION – ANSWERING USING PRONOUN DISAMBIGUATION 

Nowadays, with the quick development of Internet, the amount of available information still 

is growing exponentially. This way the Internet has become an important resource to answer 

user‟s questions. The traditional search engine can help people search information 

conveniently to some extent, but it also may return so many irrelevant results mixed with a 

large number of relevant results. In this way, users can hardly get their desirable answers 

immediately. Consequently, people are in need of a new more intelligent information 

retrieval system which can satisfy their needs. Question-Answering (QA) system is such a 

new way of information retrieval. QA system provides us a with human-machine interface 

that support natural language. For one thing this mode conforms to the way how people ask 

questions, for another it has clear advantages over the traditional search engine on 

understanding the intent of a question.  

The Question Answering framework is playing a huge part in internet search, Also majority 

of the data extraction standard. The Question Answering System is mainly used to retrieve 

the exact answers from the Wikipedia Api for the user query. The user query may be in the 

form of structured or unstructured.  Researchers explored the research on QA system based 

on different categories like canned, closed-domain and open-domain. Generally, the Question 

Answering system accepts the user query in natural language and retrieves the answer from 

the system. Earlier, the system followed the approach that permit the keywords as the query 

and find the matched answer based on the keywords. This thesis presents an efficient way to 

get answers based on given user input and operation of a dynamic Question Answering 

system. This system aims at more accuracy on searching answers. 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF BID PREDICTION MODEL ROM DSP’S 

PERSPECTIVE 

Real Time Bidding is the fastest growing area in the online advertisement market. It has 

changed the way of advertisement from traditional advertising to target audience buying. It is 

just similar to financial market where the auction determines who gets to buy the impression 

and the bid winner advertisement will be displayed on publishing site. So, it acts as an 

interface between the buyer and seller of the ads.  

Real time bidding used cookie based online big data analysis for collecting and identifying 

the interests and aspects of targeted audience and then shows ads that are suitable for them. 

In this, the total numbers of impression clicked by the user on any website are mapped with 

any advertiser using bidding process. It allows advertiser to bid for slots available in web 

pages when user launch the application. This advertisement is placed on user‟s webpage only 

for few milliseconds. This process is very complex as there are huge applications available in 

the market. So, mapping the correct application with correct advertiser on the basis of the 

content of the application is a difficult task. 

It acts as an interface between advertisers and users of the websites and makes the match that 

what advertisement is shown to user according to his interest so that it can generate 

maximum number of impressions. 

This thesis explains about how the DSP utilizes budget efficiently. As the budget of the 

campaign is very limited so one must design an optimal strategy which can collect as many as 

possible clicks from the users. This strategy designing work is of DSP.  Bidding algorithms 

mostly dependent on a single predictor which is click through rate (CTR). But in many cases, 

it does not show a reasonable result because its accuracy is highly dependent on accuracy of 

prediction of probability of user‟s clicks. In this paper, a better approach for bidding process 

is used which uses traffic prediction model from the DSP‟s perspective.  

. 
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SPAM DETECTION IN SOCIAL MEDIA USING SOFT COMPUTING 

Social media is gaining its popularity with growing pace. It the easiest primary two way 

communication, which had connected each and every person of this planet. It is used for 

sharing information , photos, videos and other useful content. It is widely used to express 

your opinions. More than entertainment it is used by entrepreneurs, educational hubs, 

political parties, organizations to expand their business. Hence, It is not a technology but a 

voice to voiceless person, service to customers, educational hub to student and income source 

of entrepreneurs. While technology has given the power to many, it has taken internal piece 

of many people. Many people used this platform to harass people, hurt their sentiments, 

blackmail and spread spam messages. 

Spammers are creating a huge network by flooding the internet specially social networking 

sites with spam messages. Spam messages are send in huge numbers to misguide , irritate a 

person. These messages contained fraudulent messages, malicious links, viruses, harassing 

reviews etc. These activities are increasing in numbers by spammers or called as spam users. 

They created fake profiles which look attractive to legitimate users. 

An approached is used in the proposed work to detect spam using fuzzy logic and analysing 

through neural network multilayer perceptron. The motive behind using this approach was to 

learn the machine learning algorithms and fuzzy logic, an application of artificial language. 

Also, it aimed to improve the limitations of supervised learning algorithm by using semi - 

supervised algorithm. Fuzzy logic handled the large data set efficiently and in a speedy 

fashion to detect the spammers within seconds. Thus, reducing the cost, time and need of 

complex software.  
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       ENERGY EFFICIENT ROUTING PROTOCOL BASED ON 

CLUSTERING IN MANET 

Mobile Ad-hoc  Network is work on wireless communication  network . There are two type 

of wireless network: Fixed wireless network, also called infrastructure based network and 

Ad-hoc wireless network also called infrastructure less network .Mobile Ad-hoc network 

consist of operational nodes which has limited amount of energy. In Mobile Ad-hoc network 

multi-hop network is self organized .In routing protocol “Routing” means to find a efficient 

path from source to destination after getting a efficient path then transfer the data along this 

efficient path, this is the core problem in the network and waiting for reply from destination 

to source. In this Paper, we have proposed Energy Efficient AODV Routing protocol 

(EEAODV), in which to set the lower and higher limit of initial energy with Fixed 

Threshold_Energy. After this to send the current node in sleep node to recover the current 

node energy. By this process we increase the energy use, throughput life cycle of network. 

The Energy in the mobile ad-hoc network is efficiently used when we applying the k-means 

algorithm in the whole network for making the clustering in the network. The data is only 

flow from source to destination through   cluster head of the network then the energy is 

efficiently used. When the data is broadcast  at all the neighboring node then the energy is 

more used by usdiin clustering method to save the energy of the whole networks. K-means 

algorithm is the best algorithm for the clustering by this algorithm to save the large amount 

energy. The following keywords are used in the mobile ad-hoc networks like  mobile node, 

routing protocols, AODV and energy efficient etc. 
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ENHANCED- LOAD CARRY AND DELIVER ROUTING PROTOCOL 

FOR FANET 

In todays world most used for almost every purpose is wireless network. Wireless network is 

a broad field it has many other sub area for research work such as types of Ad-hoc networks, 

this Ad-hoc network is also a broad field which contain different type of networks such as 

Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET), Vehicle Ad-hoc Network (VANET), Flying Ad-hoc 

Network (FANET). 

Flying Ad-Hoc Network (FANET) is most evolved research area in todays time, In this 

network flying objects are used as nodes such as Manned Aerial Vehicle (MAV) are the  

Vehicles managed or operated by man manually  or Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) are 

the Vehicles that are either Autonomous aircraft(Autonomously controlled by operator on the 

ground) or Remotely Piloted aircraft (remotely controlled by pilots or an operator on the 

ground). FANET make use multi-UAVs such as DRONE and application or usage of these 

UAVs is increasing day by day due to the advancement of sensors, processor and 

applications. FANETs is mostly used in un-deployed area such as flood, Drought and most 

importantly in military reason. The main challenge of FANETs is routing of these multiple 

UAVs due to high speed which required highly dynamic routing protocols. In this 

Dissertation we tried to studied already proposed routing protocols and to implement LOAD 

CARRY AND DELIVER (LCAD) routing Protocol.  

LCAD This protocol is used for data transmission between source or destination and UAVs 

with single hop communication. In this model, a UAV loads data from a source ground node 

which acts as a base station ; then the data is being carried by the UAV to the destination by 

flying; and at the last data carried by this UAV is delivered to the destination ground node. 

The main Advantages of load carry and deliver routing protocol is to maximize throughput 

and increase the security. But the main disadvantages of this protocol is whenever the 

distance between source and destination that is the nodes in which data is being 

communicating grows, the transmission delay is increased and become undeniable or unable 

to ignore. To solve this problem multi-UAVs system can be developed so that it decreases 

transmission delay as well as the distance among UAVsCommunication between source and 

destination node is depend upon the speed of UAVs and distance between source or 

destination. This routing protocol involves communication in three layers or stages . 

1. In First layer data is loaded into UAVs from Source node this stage known as LOAD; 
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2. then UAVs by flying deliver or communicate between Relay UAVs or intermediate 

UAVs this stage is known as CARRY ; 

3. then this data is delivered to the destination node DELIVER. 

The source and destination nodes can be ground base station or satellites. In this algorithm 

pipelined or fixed algorithm is used for communication. 

 

Disadvantages:  

a) Longer delivery delay 

b) Demand high bandwidth 

]c) whole channel occupied by single route  

 

Advantage:  

a) High throughput as delivery is for sure because of pipelined routing path 

b) Deliver bulk data 

 c) More Secure 

 

This thesis is going to design a new routing protocol for FANET called “Enhanced- Load 

Carry and Deliver Routing Protocol” which study the Load Carry And Deliver routing 

protocol and implement the multi-UAV networking in Single hop protocol, that is, to increase 

the packet Deliver Ration and decreases the Packet loss ratio, to increases the throughput of 

the protocol, whenever the power of UAV is decreases the minimum required battery level 

the going to seek for an another UAV whose destination is most likely to be nearest to our 

destination. The implementation of this thesis is done on NS2 Simulator. 
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DETECTION AND AVOIDANCE OF SINK HOLE ATTACK IN MANET  

 

Mobile ad hoc network are broadly used network and very vast. They are infrastructure less 

network that means there is no centralized system. So, it is low in cost to establish a mobile 

ad hoc network. It can easily be deployed anywhere any time. The nodes or  systems present 

in the network are mobile in nature i.e. the keep on changing their position.Manet has large 

application in different areas like research, rescue operations , military etc. Due to increase of 

communication over networks the cyber attacks are also increasing. In MANET the topology 

of network changes frequently so it is more likely to be attacked by intruder. One of the most 

common attack is sink hole attack on the network layer. Sinkhole attack is a type of attack 

were compromised node tries to attract all the network traffic towards itself. This paper 

presents the algorithm to detect and prevent network from the sink hole attacks. The tool used 

for simulation is Network Simulator. 
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PROBLEM ANALYSIS & PREVENTION FROM DOS/DDOS ATTACK 

Denial of Service (dos) /Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is a one of the threat 

and difficult security problems in today‟s Internet or web world. A dos attack is an attempt to 

make a system unavailable to the intended user‟s. Such as preventing access to a website. 

When an attacker attacks a website or successfully consumes all available network or system 

resources, usually resulting in a slow down or server crash. Whenever multiple sources are 

coordinating in the dos attack, it becomes known as a DDoS. At virtual or internet world is 

biggest threat of availability in web Service. Denial of service attack an attacker prevent 

regular users of service from using the desired resources by a network or by consuming 

bandwidth. 

This research aims to study the existing password schemes and to design and develop a new 

improved graphical password scheme.With the composite use of Captcha and visual 

password it can addresses a number of security difficulties altogether. In network/information 

security, user verification is a major problem in every system. And for authentication purpose 

every system depends on password whether it is textual password or graphical password. 

Captcha is a test build by computer programs which human can pass but computer programs 

cannot pass. In this thesis, we discuss the strengths and limitations of each method and 

present a combination of carp and graphical password scheme which is protected to the 

common attacks suffered by other authentication schemes. 

This research aims to create a DDoS secure script using php language. This script is very 

useful for all type of local or host server for preventing from dos/DDoS attack. Because this 

script run in local or hosting server and it‟s easily include with website of html pages or php 

pages. It is provide secure environment from dos/DDoS attack and this script block the IP 

address. And finally this script never take down the server bandwidth and all time provide 

available server or website.     
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TACKLING COLD START PROBLEM OF COLLABORATIVE 

FILTERING USING NEURAL NETWORK 

When purchasing a product for the first time one usually needs to choose among several 

products with similar characteristics. Companies use to promote their brands and products 

pointing out good characteristics avoiding to mention the poor ones. The best way to choose 

the most suitable product is to rely upon the opinions of others.  

The amount of infinitive information on the web has become a major problem for the users. 

Recommender systems is proved to be a rescue in this case. Recommender system tries to 

recommend user the item or product they may be interested in. They play an important role in 

online shopping , e-commerces and social networks. The most popular type of recommender 

system is Collaborative Filtering but it suffers from cold start problem. The cold start 

problem is a condition where a new user has arrived and system has no rating record for it. In 

the present paper, we propose a novel approach to solve this problem by generating synthetic 

data using Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network. We, then, compared it with the already 

existing linear regression method . The empirical result shows better performance of 

Multilayer Perceptron in handling cold start problem. The training and testing is done on 

Movie Lens 100k data. By solving cold start problem we can surely improve the experiences 

of the users and gain trust of recommender system. 

This thesis, successfully addresses the significant challenges and has resolved many of them. 

The main focus of the thesis was to find a technique for tackling the cold start problem in a 

most effective way. 

In this work, Collaborative filtering is performed on a large movie lens dataset using Neural 

Network. The experimental results show that this technique exhibits very good efficiency in 

solving the problem of cold start and recommending items of user‟s interests. 
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ENHANCING SECURITY IN SOFTWARE-DEFINED NETWORKING 

End-to-end encryption is becoming the norm for many applications and services. While this 

improves the privacy of individuals and organisations, the phenomenon also raises new kinds 

of challenges. For instance, with the increase of devices using encryption, the volumes of 

outdated, exploitable encryption software also increases. This may create some distrust 

amongst the users against security unless its quality is enforced in some ways. Unfortunately, 

deploying new mechanisms at the endpoints of the communication is challenging due to the 

sheer volume of devices, and modifying the existing services may not be feasible either. 

Hence, the dissertation proposes a novel method for improving the quality of the secure 

sessions in a centralised way based on the SDN architecture. Instead of inspecting the 

encrypted traffic, our approach enhances the quality of secure sessions by analysing the 

plaintext handshake messages exchanged between a client and server. The study exploits the 

fact that many of today‟s security protocols negotiate the security parameters such as the 

protocol version, encryption algorithms or certificates in plaintext in a protocol handshake 

before establishing a secure session. By verifying the negotiated information in the 

handshake, the solution can improve the security level of SSL/TLS sessions. While the 

approach can be extended to many other protocols, we focus on the SSL/TLS protocol in this 

dissertation because of its wide-spread use. It presents the implementation of OpenFlow 

protocol using TLS in order to amplify the security in SDN. 
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DETECTION AND PREVENTION OF BLACK HOLE ATTACK IN 

MANET 

As the technology is growing rapidly the need for communication is also increasing and to 

establish this connection network is required. A network is a collection of devices ,computers 

connected through wires or may be wireless to share or transfer data. There are different 

types of network like wireless sensor network, Virtual area network, Mobile ad hoc network 

(MANET) is a wireless communication network in which there is no fixed infrastructure. 

Now for transferring the data Routing protocols are used which define the path chosen for 

transferring the data from source node to destination node. Moreover the nodes which are 

there in the network are mobile in nature and keeps on changing there position. Which further 

lead to frequent change in topology of the network. A node can be either sender or receiver in 

the MANET. Nodes can interact directly or indirectly via intermediate nodes. Due to frequent 

change in topology, intermediate nodes usage for communication, no fixed infrastructure so 

security is very important in such a network. MANET has vast applications in areas like 

military operation, searching and rescue operations during natural calamity. Due to lack of 

security a malicious or intruder node block the network or breach the security of the 

information. A black hole node in the network redirect the information towards itself and 

start dropping the data packets ie the data packets will not be reaching towards the 

destination. In this thesis a different method is being used to identify the black hole attack 

and prevent the network from the same by applying k means algorithm for clustering which 

reduces the delay increases throughput. The simulation of the network is shown using NS2 

network simulation tool. 
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